
Lector Instructions - Boone/Ogden

● Sign up to lector here: https://boonecountycatholics.org/liturgical-ministries
● Be sure to review the readings before Mass and ideally practice reading

them out loud. They can be found on the USCCB website
https://bible.usccb.org/readings/calendar or in the “Workbook for Lectors”
in the sacristy.

● Arrive 15 min. before Mass:
○ Check in with the priest.
○ Put the book of petitions on the shelf of the ambo.
○ Review the petitions.
○ Make sure the lectionary is on the correct page.

● Procession - If there is no deacon present, you will process in with the
priest and servers at the beginning of Mass carrying the Gospel.

○ Hold the gospel at a comfortable position. About chest height,
elbows to your sides.

○ Order of procession: (1) Server w/ Cross (2) Lector w/Gospel (3)
Server (4) Priest

○ Server will put the cross away.
○ Lector nods at the altar then places the Gospel on the altar. (Place

on the center of the altar, closest to the congregation.) Then return to
your seat.

○ Priest and server #2 genuflect.
● Readings - After the Collect (prayer at the beginning of Mass) when the

congregation sits, you will go up to do the readings. Bow when
approaching and exiting the altar.

○ You do not need to say “First Reading” when you begin. Just say “A
reading from…”

○ If there is no cantor, you will read the responsorial psalm, if there is a
cantor, you can be seated during the responsorial psalm.

○ You do not need to raise your hand or say “our responsorial
psalm…”

○ Leave the lectionary book on the ambo when you are finished. You
do not need to put it on the shelf.

● Petitions - If there is a deacon present, you do not need to read the
petitions. If there is no deacon present, you will need to read them.

○ Approach the altar toward the end of the creed.
○ Wait at the ambo until the priest finishes his prayer at the end of the

petitions. Then return to your seat.
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